Abstract. In this contribution the developments in the description of vector boson plus jets signatures at hadron colliders in recent years are summarised. Particular focus is put on its relevance as background to top physics.
Introduction
Within the first years of running of the LHC at centre-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV top physics has been at the core of its physics programme. It serves both as a signal to be measured as precisely as possible and as a background to new physics, Higgs and Standard Model processes with many jets.
When considering measuring top quark production the production of W and Z bosons in association with many jets present the major backgrounds. In particular, the process pp → W + ≥ 4 jets constitutes an irreducible background to the semileptonic tt production channel. It therefore needs to be known with as large a precision as possible. Many advances have been made in recent years for this class of processes in their own right, reaching now a stage where they start to decrease the theoretical uncertainties for the relevant background channels below the leading order.
While higher order calculations for V (= W, Z) plus multiple jets become accessible they improve the description of QCD at large scales, leading to a stabilisation of the respective cross sections at the same time. But only when they are matched to parton showers a simultaneous and observable independent, reliable description of QCD dynamics at low scales is achieved. Such a matching offers additional benefits as the connection of low scale perturbative dynamics of the parton shower to the non-perturbative dynamics of hadronisation models and their subsequent hadron decays can be used to arrive at particle level descriptions that are directly comparable to experimental data. Multijet merging techniques can then be evoked to arrive at inclusive descriptions, combining successive multiplicities of fixed-order matrix elements matched to parton showers with their respective accuracies preserved and, at the same time, resumming multiscale logarithm associated with hierarchical multijet production.
LO calculations and MEPS merging
Multijet merging techniques at leading order accuracy are known for more than ten years [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . Combining tree-level matrix elements of successive parton multiplicities with parton showers into an inclusive description, preserving the respective accuracies, they are by now the work horses of the LHC experiments for multijet topologies. Their ability to describe data has been tested in various analyses [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] . Fig . 1 presents the most recent of these analyses wherein the ability of the MEPS methods to describe the radiation pattern of the jets in pp → Z+ ≥ 3 jets events is examined and good agreement is found. Nonetheless, the theoretical uncertainties of these methods are large owing to the leading order accuracy of the description of hard and/or wide angle parton emission, including quantum interference effects, only. By elevating their description to next-to-leading order the theoretical uncertainties on the respective observables can be reduced.
NLO calculations, NLOPS and MEPS@NLO NLO
While next-to-leading order calculations for W and Z production with up to two jets are known for some time [15] , such calculation for pp → W + 3 jets [16, 17] and pp → W + 4 jets [18] , as are relevant as top backgrounds, have only become available recently. Similarly, pp → Z + 3 jets [19] and pp → Z + 4 jets [20] are available. Fig. 2 shows a calculation of the transverse momenta of four leading jets in pp → W + 4 jets production at the LHC using BLACKHAT+SHERPA [18, 21] and a clear reduction of the theoretical uncertainty can be seen. However, possibly large logarithms due to scale hierarchies are not taken into account by such a calculation and also small scale dynamics are absent.
NLOPS
To enhance next-to-leading order calculations with the resummation of large logarithms associated with the production of the softest jet it can be matched to a parton shower, either via the MC@NLO [22, 23, 24] or the POWHEG [25, 26, 27, 28] technique. Such a calculation has the added benefit that it can take advantage of the parton shower's infrared continuation with the non-perturbative dynamics of hadronisation models with subsequent hadron decays, and multiple parton interactions. Thus, such calculation can directly be compared to experimental data. Fig. 3 shows the results of implementations of these methods by various groups, reaching up to multiplicities of pp → V + 3 jets described at NLO. For all, good agreement with data is found and the respective uncertainties are reduced compared to LO calculations.
MEPS@NLO
NLOPS calculations, like fixed-order NLO calculations, are lacking any resummation, of scale hierarchies of jet emissions that are described at NLO accuracy, e.g. of the emission scales of the four leading jets in pp → V + 4 jets. Such a resummation of scales with respect to the inclusive sample, however, are present in MEPS methods. Therefore, as a first step, NLOPS calculations were combined with MEPS merging methods to the called MENLOPS merging method [32, 33] . Therein the most inclusive process is described by a NLOPS matched calculation while leading order matrix elements are merged on top of it. MEPS@NLO merging [34, 35, 36] now aims at merging NLOPS matched calculations of successive jet multiplicities into such an inclusive sample. Therein, not only are the respective jet multiplicities described at next-to-leading order accuracy, but also the overall resummation of the parton shower is undisturbed. Thus, both large and small scale dynamics are accurately described. Fig. 4 displays the inclusive n-jet cross sections and the azimuthal decorrelation of the two leading jets, probing both relative production rates and interjet dynamics. Comparing the uncertainties of the MEPS@NLO merging method (merging pp → W + 0, 1, 2 jets at NLO and pp → W + 3, 4 jets at LO) to those of the MENLOPS method (merging pp → W + 0 jets at NLO and pp → W + 1, 2, 3, 4 jets at LO) one clearly seas the added precision of including more NLO matrix elements. The predictions are compared to ATLAS data [11] and also the more accurate method is favoured. Fig. 5 presents the transverse momenta of the two leading jets in events with at least one, two or three jets. A similar reduction of the uncertainties is found.
Finally, with these methods at hand, a full assertion of all perturbative and non-perturbative uncertainties in particle level Monte-Carlo predictions following [37] can be done.
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